The Richest Super Heroes – Cheeto & Skyblast
By Keith K.
Dedicated to all animals in all shapes and sizes.

Once there was a Blue Jay and Cheetah. The Blue Jay’s name was Skyblast and the
Cheetah’s name was Cheeto. They lived in a log cabin on the beach.
One day when Skyblast and Cheeto were taking a walk in the sand. “Look!” said
Cheeto pointing at a gold handle sticking out of the sand. Skyblast pulled at the
gold handle. He pulled out a genie lamp.
“We’re gonna be rich!” said Cheeto. Skyblast agreed. Then, a ghostly figure
popped out of the lamp. “I will grant you 3 wishes,” said the figure. Skyblast and
Cheeto grinned at each other.
So, Skyblast and Cheeto got in a huddle. Skyblast got out a notebook and started
writing down ideas for wishes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Get Rich
Get a pool of money
Become Super-Heroes
Get 2 dreambeds
Get wishes for the rest of our lives.

Finally, the two decided “Wish #1,” said Skyblast. “Become rich.” Money
appeared! Loads of it! “Wish #2, Become super heroes!” said Cheeto. A belt
appeared on Skyblast. And an orange and yellow suit appeared on Cheeto. “And
our final wish is to have wishes for the rest of our lives (Even in Heaven!)”
Skyblast said. Then he thought of a wish and his wish came true! A milkshake
appeared in his wing!
From that day forward Cheeto and Skyblast moved into Bird Cirt and lived in a
dream house. They fought crime with their gadgets like Skyblast peg leg
blaster/gripping hook. They lived happily until one day….

A bird named Mr. Dumbell rang the $ sign doorbell. “Come in.” said a voice. Mr.
Dumbell opened the $ sign door. He stepped inside the over-fancy dreamhouse.
Mr. Dumbell’s beak dropped.
Mr. Dumbell pushed the button floor numbers. Then he was about to go find the
elevator he activated but the circular floor moved up. Then the elevator said
“Floor 8” and that’s when Mr. Dumbell and Skyblast made eye contact.
“Uh,” said Skyblast. “Why are you here?” I want to live with you! Said Mr.
Dumbell. “Er” said Skyblast then remembering something. “Sure, we do have an
extra money bin with the same amount of money and a extra room.” Skyblast.
“Yay!” said Mr. Dumbell.
Then the villain alarm went off. “Oh boy! I bet it’s Dr. Birdball.” Skyblast said.
Skyblast went on to the elevator with Mr. Dumbell. He pushed floor 9. When the
elevator got to floor 9, Skyblast headed to a gym area and told Cheeto what he
predicted.
Skyblast and Cheeto raced to their supercars. They scanned their wings and paws.
They entered in the number code and the cars got their shifts on.
Skyblast and Cheeto drove to the police station to get answers. They drove to
their parking spots that read “Reserved for Skyblast & Reserved for Cheeto” They
ran into the police station, Skyblast and Cheeto ran to the front desk. “Show us
pictures of this villain” said Skyblast. The police at the front desk nodded. “Follow
me”, he said.
The police let Skyblast and Cheeto to a room that has a screen in it. The police
plugged a camera into a computer and plugged the computer into the screen. The
officer rurned on the screen and the screen had a alley with a blocky black
smudge with eyes peering through it.
“Doesn’t look like Dr. Birdball.” Said Skyblast. “Or any villain we’ve ever fought.”
Added Cheeto. “Where is this villain’s lab or hideout?” asked Skyblast. “We’ve
used these tracking devices and it says it’s in another dimension.” Said the police.
“Maybe all I have to do is add a chip inside my peg leg that adds another gadget
to my peg leg that can make portals to other dimensions” said Skyblast as the
police nodded.

Skyblast and Cheeto ran out of the police station. They ran to their supercars.
Skyblast and Cheeto’s supercars transformed into flying supercars. They flew to
their dreamhouse and an unexpected visitor was there.
Skyblast and Cheeto ran past the villain. They ran into the dreamhouse. Cheeto
went into their underground hunter. Skyblast went to his lab.
Skyblast got into his lab and went straight to his super computer. He went onto a
website called “print it” and searched “peg leg dimension chip.” A image of one
showed up and Skyblast clicked he “print it” icon below the chip. Soon, the chip
came out of Skyblast’s chip printer. Skyblast inserted the chip into his peg leg.
Skyblast got to his super computer again. He searched “dimension proof hand
cuffs” on print it. He found a image of a pair and clicked on the icon “print it” And
soon the handcuffs came out of the printer. He put the handcuffs in a pouch on
his belt.
Skyblast flew out of his lab into the hallway. He found the blicky black smudge. He
took off his peg leg and the handcuffs out of his belt. He charged at the blacky
blocky smudge with eyes. But as he got closer, the smudge shrunk. So he
transformed his peg leg into the “dimension blaster” He held the trigger down.
The portal kept getting smaller and bigger, until it exploded.
When the smoke cleared a familiar figure stood. “Mr. Dumbell!” said Skyblast as
he put the handcuffs on him. “Tell me, I mean, explain yourself!” said Skyblast. “I
was born with powers, so I used them for a ton of things. I came here to steal
your money because I heard you were the #1 richest animals on earth.” Skyblast
heard this and realized a crack in Mr. Dumbell’s neck.
Skyblast lifted the mask and saw a crow. He went to his phone and called the
police. Soon the police came and Skyblast and Cheeto lived the happiest lives as
the richest superheroes.
THE END.

